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MITT,
SET OUR PEOPLE FREE!
A 7th Generation Mormon’s Plea for Truth

M I C H A E L  D .  M O O D Y

In an open letter to Mitt Romney, Michael
D. Moody, a former BYU classmate of the
2008 presidential contender, discusses the
hypocrisies of Mormonism and delivers an
insider’s look at politics and the Church.

Moody reveals the challenge in determining
where Mormon hyperbole ends and
hypocrisy begins. How outlandish is it, for
example, that after early Mormons defended
polygamy, contemporary Mormons crusade
against nonstandard marriage in America?
Although it’s not out of character, Moody
contends that in the grand tradition of lying
for the Lord, Mormons have been untruthful
about polygamy for decades. These
hypocrisies relate directly to the conniving
mind of Joseph Smith and the evil he
incorporated into his cult.

Millions of Mormon descendants are
psychologically trapped in a multigenerational
compound dating back to the very founding of
Mormonism. Families are bitterly divided
when some members escape over the
emotional barbed wire but reach back to grasp
the hands of those they love.

As a contemporary war rages between
those who know the “New Mormon History”
and those who live in a programmed state
of denial, only the dynamic leadership of a
highly qualified, educated, and savvy man
like Mitt Romney can free members from
the Great American Cult.
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“Mitt, once you accept the truth about Mormonism, it’s

unfathomable you could contently watch your family

sail endlessly on this farcical ship of fools.”

… My God can appreciate a good joke. He’s so kind and understanding

that he sometimes gives a courtesy laugh to bad ones. We were reared to

believe Mormon Gods are resurrected men with bodies of flesh and blood,

so why shouldn’t those guys have a funny bone, too? You have a sense of

humor, Mitt, so I hope you’ll bear with my humble attempts at comedy

and pray my arguments are as well developed as my sarcasm. To

paraphrase Will Rogers, there’s no trick to being a humorist when you

have the Mormon Church working for you, and the more I learn about

Mormonism the harder it works for me. It took a long time to bring any

form of humor to the Mormon farce, but then I finally understood how

silly and easily satirized it is.


